Your boldest
ideas made
possible

Our 5G expertise

5G is much more than the latest generation of mobile technology.
It’s a revolution in what’s possible using connectivity without a physical
connection. And, because 5G technology is part of an evolutionary story rather
than a complete overhaul from 4G, the best news is you can start unlocking
its capabilities and commercial value right now, from today.

The evolution of mobile connectivity
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Transforming the future of business
Here are some of the revolutionary things that are possible as 4G evolves to 5G.

Grocery-picking robots
In distribution centres, thousands of grocery-picking robots controlled via a
private mobile network operate on a massive grid to fulfil customer orders. Each
robot is contacted 10 times a second – connectivity you can’t get with WiFi.
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Enhanced emergency response
Real-time data exchange between control centres, ambulance teams and
specialist doctors over a mobile network enables remote diagnosis for emergency
services, and can be used to prepare hospitals for incoming casualties.
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Smart connected cities
In urban environments, high-density, low-latency networks allow communications with public
transport vehicles and emergency services. Information from CCTV is shared for traffic
control and security to build safer, connected cities, and – ultimately – autonomous vehicles.

Remote healthcare
In healthcare, remote video consultations, monitoring and procedures
are made possible by high-capacity, highly reliable mobile connections –
even when consultants and patients are on opposite sides of the world.

Fast, unmanned deliveries
Unmanned, remote-controlled drones, operated over a highly reliable, high-density
mobile network, are set to deliver everything from next-day post and parcels to urgent
medical supplies and disaster relief – fast, and at super-low cost.

Automated manufacturing
As a foundation for Industry 4.0, private 5G networks allow the control of heavy-duty
manufacturing processes by robots. High throughput, high reliability and low latency
enables the automation of ever-more complex tasks.

Get started
Consumers are only just waking up to 5G, but it’s already helping enterprises all over
the world prepare for the future. Get in touch and we can help you join them.
Read more about 5G

